
Honduran Caravan Leader Sentenced to 15
Years for Child Rape

written by GEG | January 21, 2019

Molina became a fugitive but now has been sentenced to fifteen years in prison. If he
had made it to the border, there is an excellent chance he would have entered the US and
been given benefits.
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An Australian poll shows that lack of trust in institutions and government is a major
factor. Although there are many studies that show vaccines are a major cause if autism,
WHO continues to carry the flag for the pharmaceutical industry and insists that the
studies are not valid.
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Because of the fake news account, the students were threatened with expulsion by their
school. Kentucky Secretary of State Allison Grimes condemned the boys and accused them
of hatred. This is a classic example of the power of the media to engineer public
opinion with fake news.

Senate Votes Unanimously to Rebuke Senators
Harris and Hirono for Discriminating Against
Catholics
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asked Buescher if his Catholic faith would prevent him from serving as an impartial
judge. Hirono even demanded that he drop his membership in the Knights of Columbus, a
Catholic support group, because of its “extreme positions” against abortion and gay
marriage.
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Michigan State Senator Says Acceptable Level
of 5G Radiation Has Been Rigged by Telecom
Industry and Is Huge Health Hazard
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Colbeck says the legal process for stopping 5G installations at the local level is
rigged, because it relies entirely on safety standards set by the FCC, which now is
staffed by former telecommunications insiders.
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Former FBI Deputy Assistant Director, Terry Turchie, says that Nancy Pelosi and her
friends are promoting a ‘technological wall’ along the border, because the Democrat
party is owned by the technocrats in Silicon Valley. Pushing a digital solution for
everything is a payoff to Big-Tech campaign donors.

President Trump’s Plan to End the Border
Crisis
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Trump proposed extending legal protections to one-million immigrants including work
permits, enrollment in Social Security, $800-million in humanitarian assistance, $805-
million for drug-detection technology, 2,750 new border agents, 75 new immigration judge
teams, and $5.7-billion for the wall.
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